3D WALKTHROUGH ANIMATION
A TECHNOLOGY TO ENLIVEN DESIGNS BEFORE IT BUILT.

OUR FIRM NOT ONLY UNDERSTAND THE REQUIREMENT OF DESIGNS, BUT PROBE INTO CLIENTS' MIND & THEIR HEARTS, KNOW THEIR DREAMS, EXPECTATIONS AND PUT THEIR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE TO VISUALIZE THROUGH 3D INTERIOR WALKTHROUGH ANIMATION AS IF CLIENT HAVING TOUR INTO REAL WORLD OF HIS DREAM HOME.

STEP 1
MODELING OF ENTIRE SITE

STEP 2
CAMERA PATH, AS PER REQUIRED AREA

STEP 3
1ST DRAFT BASED ON PROVIDED DETAILS

STEP 4
CLIENT CAN PROVIDE US 5 TIMES OF REVISED ON 1ST DRAFT, UNTIL THEY GET SATISFIED WITH FINAL OUTPUT

STEP 5
FINAL APPROVAL ON ALL AREAS TO START RENDERING PROCESS FOR 1 MINUTE OF ANIMATION WE WILL REQUIRED 1 WEEK FOR VIDEO RENDERING.

STEP 6
COMPOSITING, EDITING, SOUND EDITING. FINAL DELIVERY OF VIDEO (DELIVERABLE VIDEO FORMAT: MOV, AVI, MP4)

5 TO 10 HD RENDERINGS FREE FROM ANIMATION (INTERIOR & EXTERIOR)
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ARCHITECTURAL
3D EXTERIOR
RENDERING

WE CAN ENRICH YOUR MARKETING PROMOTION FOR YOU COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES, HOTEL AND RETAIL BUILDINGS.

PROCESS
TO START WORK ON PROJECT
WE WILL REQUIRE BELOW THINGS:
- ARCHITECTURAL FILE: PLAN & ELEVATION
- COLOUR-TEXTURE & MATERIAL DETAILS / REFERENCE IMAGE
- LANDSCAPE PLAN IF AVAILABLE
- GOOGLE LOCATION FOR SURROUNDING AREA

STEP 1
MODEL | AS PER SELECTED CAMERA ANGLE

STEP 2
1ST DRAFT | WITHIN 3 TO 4 DAYS WE WILL PROVIDE 1ST DRAFT OF AREA

STEP 3
REVIEWS/CORRECTIONS | FREE 5 TIMES OF CORRECTION ON 1ST DRAFT.
FINAL HD
FINAL HD CONFIRMATION | FINAL RENDER IN HIGH RESOLUTION.
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"Photo-realistic design for people" is the core of the Yantram Studio. For us, this can be defined as responsible architecture - architecture that honors the client, the people who use the property, the community and the earth as whole.

**PROCESS**

**REQUIRE DOCUMENTS:**
- Architectural file: plan & elevation
- Colour-texture details
- Appliances & furniture details, reference image
- Google location (for outside area)

**STEP 1**
Model | As per selected camera angle

**STEP 2**
1st draft | Within 2 to 3 days we will provide 1st draft of area

**STEP 3**
Final HD confirmation | Final render in high resolution

Reviews/corrections | Free times of correction on 1st draft.
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Thank You!
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